Training Creatively Outside the Box
Paul Dufresne
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Training Creatively, cont’d
Remember only reward what you want, otherwise you
will reinforce what you don’t want.
As the horse gets more comfortable with this allow him to
stand on the box with two feet, then four for some time while
petting him all over. If you use a whip you should also use it
to show affection, it is an extension of you. When you attach
friendly language to your tool the horse will perceive it as part
of you. If it is intended to drive and persuade the horse to try
moving in the direction asked it would have controlled energy.
A horse who overcomes a challenge that had him especially
concerned or fearful will go into a deeper state of relaxation.
Usually his head starts to drop as he starts to lick his lips.
When the horse is on the box with all four feet he is on
a smaller space reducing his base of support, rounding and
releasing his top line with his legs underneath. This becomes a
great stretching position, particularly if you ask the horse to get
on an even smaller box or to move only the hind feet further
forward, building one little try at a time. You will need to halt the
horse’s forward progress with your lead line in a low position
or lift it up elevating the base of his neck. You could ask him to
get his back legs under himself. By releasing as he attempts to
do so you allow the horse to feel good. You can develop this
to the point where the horse has his entire top line stretched
from head to tail. As this is accomplished the horse becomes

very relaxed. When the horse feels good he is not likely to get
anxious and is in a much more courageous frame of mind.
When doing this exercise there are some obvious physiological changes happening. We are inducing or facilitating a
state of relaxation that the horse can’t help but participate in.
You can teach a horse to do all kinds of things on the box from
standing still to doing high school maneuvers. You can also
have tiers of boxes going to higher and higher boxes, smaller
tops and different combinations. Using your imagination will
exercise and improve your leadership skills. Your horse will
learn to trust you when asking for challenging things. Physically
your horse will develop better balance, more body awareness,
flexibility and most importantly learn to relax his whole top line
ready for the strong engagement of the ring of muscles.
Horses like to hangout with leaders who show
them how to feel good by considering their feelings
helping them find the ability and courage to execute
challenges positively.
(Paul Dufresne has an education background and has been training horses for
over 20 years. His clinics and training are a blend of Natural Horsemanship/
Classical-Circensic Dressage/Spanish Reining. His focus is on developing
self-sufficient leadership that allows the horse to be a good follower, fostering
confidence to perform creative movements or acts with Courage.)

